4 Best TV Shows for Gardeners
One of my favorite ways to get inspiration for creative
endeavors is to watch reality TV competitions and other
similar shows. For example, I’m a huge fan of shows like
Project Runway that get me thinking about fashion design
options. There are some great garden-related TV shows out
there as well. Here are some of the best TV shows for
gardeners.

Clipped
Obviously, HGTV is the go-to channel for shows about homes and
gardens. Therefore, it’s no surprise that one of the best TV
shows for gardeners is a reality show on HGTV. It’s also
probably no surprise to anyone that Martha Stewart is one of
the shows hosts. After all, just check out her magazine for
tons of great tips on Gardening.
Clipped is a topiary competition show. So, you get the chance
to watch the competitors participate in different challenges
related to topiary. It’s all about making different plants and
the settings that they’re in look stunningly gorgeous through
shearing and other techniques. I’ll never make a plant look
like any of these but I enjoy watching the process of the art
form!

The Big Flower Fight
British reality TV shows are always a little bit hit or miss
for me. They’re usually a little bit more serious, a little
bit less of the silly drama you see on American TV shows. That
can be a positive or a negative for me personally. In this
case, I love it. No drama, just serious competition about how
to use flowers to make a space beautiful.

AARP describes the show cheekily as “The Rose Parade meets
Edward Scissorhands.” It’s really beautiful, though, to see
how they use and shape flowers to create such original works
of art. Every year here in San Francisco there’s a floral art
display at the de Young Museum for about one week. I’ve never
gone but I’ve always intended to and watching this show makes
me want to prioritize doing so.

The Instant Gardener
This is more like the classic “home makeover” show that you
might watch on TV. However, it’s for garden makeovers. A team
of three people shows up, takes a look at a sad garden, and
spends a day fixing it up. It’s one of those shows that is
satisfying to watch because there’s a problem and it’s solved
with the span of one episodes. So, when I’m looking for a
quick fix to cheer me up, this is a good one.

Bonus: BBC’s Gardener’s World
I named this a “bonus” because I haven’t actually watched this
show, yet, myself. I didn’t want to include shows I haven’t
seen. However, in every blog post I saw about which shows are
the best TV shows for gardeners, this one made the list.
Apparently it’s a long-running British show featuring tips and
tricks of all kinds for gardening. Have you ever seen it? What
are your thoughts?
Do you have any other favorite gardening TV shows that I
missed?
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